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1. INTR~DUCTIQN 
In the theory of Verma modules, it is important to know the m~~ti~licit~es of 
of irreducible modules in the Jordan-Holder series. Apart from being interesting 
in its own right, this information will lead to a Kostant-type character formula 
for an infinite-dimensional irreducible module with a highest weight. (Cf. [5j 
for an exposition of Kostant’s classical formula.) 
It was noticed awhile ago by Bernstein, Celfand, and Gelfand [2(a), Sect. 6] 
(for Aa) and by Conze and Dixmier [3] (for D4) that the multiplicity is not always 
equal to one. Both of these examples involve dominant but singular integral 
elements. Xn this paper, we prove that for “‘most” complex semisim 
algebras (i.e., having A, (TZ > 3), C, (n > 3), ~9, (n > 4), Em (8 = 67, 8), .Fa as 
factors), some Jordan-H6lder multiplicity is 32 for aEd regular dominant 
integral elements. 
We use generalized Verma modules (cf. [7(c)]) along with real forms and 
conical vectors (cf. [7(a), (b)]) to study the Verma modules themselves. ‘This idea 
was expressed in [7(a), pp. 225-2261 and [7(c), Remark 2 following Pro- 
position 3.11. 
We also use a theorem of Jantzen [6, ‘Theorem 1] which enables us to pass 
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from a special regular, dominant, integral element to a general one. This same 
rinciple has also been discovered by Zuckerman in a ,wider context [9]- 
y other methods, B, (E >, 4) can be handled too [4(b)]; in this case, the 
tiplicity >,2 assertion still holds. For A, and B, , the rnu~ti~~ic~t~~s are 
always ? [44(b)]. 
jantzen has informed us that he has obtained similar results independently, 
Me also has settled the case of G, in which the multiplicities are I and the case of 
3 in which the assertion of multiplicity >,2 holds. 
2. STATEMENT OF THE MAIN THEQREM 
Let Q be a complex semisimple Lie algebra with as Cartan subalgebra; 
.A C §j* (* denotes dual) the set of roots of Q with respect to 
stem; !R the subalgebra OrnEd+ @ii” of 0 
orei subalgebra %j @ %2; p = 4 xqed+ g, E 
algebra functor. For all X E $$ *, let C, be the one-dimensional 
which $j acts via X and % acts trivially. The Verma module 
6%modu!e VA = U(G) 6&(B) CA-, , twisted induced fro 
sense of [S, Chapitre 5, Section 21. 
For anv X E &“, VA+0 has a unique irreducible quotient which we denote by 
MA. It is- the unique, up to isomirphism, irreducible Q-module of “‘highest 
weight” h (cf. [7(c)] for definition of highest weight). 
THEOREM 2.1. If 03 has k simple factors oj ty$e A, (n 3 3), C, (n > 3), Dn 
(n >, 41, E, (n = 6,7,8),.& , and v is a regular, ~~rn~n~~a~, integral element of $J*~ 
then there exists p E Sj* such that Mu occws in the JordaEn-EGldes swies of TV with 
multiplicity 22”. 
We shall prove our theorem by first constructing some regular, dominant, 
integral element 1, E .sj* for which there exists p E x such that the assertion of the 
theorem holds for (v, p). We then shall use a result of Jantzen to prove the 
theorem for a general v. 
To construct the indicated v, we shall choose a suitable real form of 03 and 
then apply the existence theorem for conical vectors in [7(b), Corollary 5.6] 
and the criterion for the vanishing of the standard map in [7(c), Proposition 3.33. 
In the next sections (Sections 3-5), we shall recall these ideas in the genera? 
settings. We specialize in the end to A, (n >, 31, C, (n >, 3), I?, (n > 4), Em 
(n = 4, 7, %), and F4 to prove our theorem. 
3. CoiwcAL Vxmow IN IXDUCED MODULES 
Let Q, be a real semisimple Lie algebra. Let 
Iwasawa decomposition of 8,; let %I$, be the centr 
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Cartan subalgebra of %l$ . Then !&, = 2s @Y&, is a Cartan subalgebra of @,, . 
Let ei, = GJJG 0 %> Orned, 6s~ be the decomposition of 6, into restricted root 
spaces; (A,), a positive system of restricted roots. Let 
Finally, let !&, = 9X0 @ ‘QI,, @ %, , a parabolic subalgebra of 6, . 
For v E 2l,,*, define Xy to be the f&,-module induced from a one-dimensional 
‘$,-module, $?I0 acting via v - ~a, and !I&‘,, @ !J& acting trivially. 
For ‘p E (A,), , let sQ denote the reflection with respect to v. It is well known 
that there exists a unique element Ha E [@,~, S,“] n 210 such that q(H,) = 2. 
Then S,(X) = x - x(H,)p, for all x E ‘%a*. 
We now have the following existence theorem [7(b), Corollary 5.67, which is 
related to “conical vectors,” as discussed in [7(a), (b)]: 
THEOREM 3.1. Let X, TV E !I$*. Suppose there exist v1 ,..., y, E (A,), such that 
P = sm, .b. sol(X) and for all 1 < i < n, (sDiel ... sm,(h))(Hm,) is a nonnegative even 
integer. Then there exists an injective G+nodule morphism X’U C+ X”. 
4. GENERALIZED VERMA MODULES AND THE STANDARD MAP 
In this section, we recall the notion of generalized Verma modules and a few 
properties of these modules (cf. [7(c)]). 
Let 6 be a complex semisimple Lie algebra. We use the same notation as in 
Section 2. Let ,Z denote the set of simple roots and let S C 2 be an arbitrary 
subset. Define 8, to be the subalgebra generated by the @P for 9 E span S. Let 
s2, = !?J f 8, , ps = % + sis . Then si, is a reductive subalgebra and ps is 
a parabolic subalgebra of 8. 
Let P, = {A E $* / X(H,) is a nonnegative integer for all a: E S}. (For ,8 E A+. , 
H, denotes the unique element in [@P, Q-s] such that j?(HJ = 2.) Then P, 
indexes the set of (isomorphism classes of) finite-dimensional irreducible !Ri,- 
modules which remain irreducible under 6,; to X E P, , we associate the irre- 
ducible g2,-module M(h) which is generated by a vector rug of weight X with 
respect to & and such that 
‘3s = @ 0” 
&A+ 
espans 
annihilates u,, . Let 
ps = 4. c 9). 
WEA, 
VESpallS 
Since pS(HJ = p(HJ = 1 for all 01 E S, it follows that h E P-r if and only if 
h-p+PpSEPs. 
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%)EFPUTIQN. For XEP~, define the generalized Venna module VMCAj = 
U(Q) @Lr{ps) M(h - p + ps), where M(X - p + ps) is regarded as a 
by the given action of ’91s and the trivial action of @BEd_,s+sDsils Q@. 
LetXEPs. V’Qh) is generated by a vector uug of weight X - p + ps , and this 
vector is annihilated by %. Hence I/““““) is a quatient of the Verma modIiie 
P+p,. Let P denote the kernel of the natural surjection V”+“s -+ VMiA1~ 
We now have: 
RQPOsITIoK 4.1 [7(c), Proposition 3.11. Let A, p 5 P, such that there ea+ts a 
ZtO9GXYQ -module map j: VA-tps --j V ~+Ps. Then j(K”) C Ku and hence we get n 
quotient map fz YMCA) -+ V”(p) ujhich is a Q-module h~~o~Q~~his~. 
DmwITIo~ (cf. [7(c), Sect. 31). Let A, p f P, ) and let f: Vn+p~ + i/U+p~ be 
a nonzero Q-module map. Call the map f: V”cn) + V”(u) of the previous 
proposition the standard map from V M(n) to V/M(u) (associated withfj. 
y a theorem of Verma ([8, Theorem 23; cf. also [S]>,f^is uniquely determined 
up to nonzero scalar multiple, asfvaries. 
At this point, we remark that the standard map may be zero in some cases. In 
fact, we have: 
PROPOSITION 4.2 [7(c), Proposition 3.31. Let A, p E Eq, aizd suppose &z? 
Vn+ps C-+ Vu+os. Then the standard map V”cA) ---3r Vfti(u) is zero if a?zd only ii 
V~+Q~ C+ V*m(@f~~) JOY some a E S. (Here s, is the Weyl reelection with respect to CL) 
If in addition we assume that X + ps (respectively, p + ps) is regular, integral, 
then there exists a unique w (respectively, w’) E W such that u+(X -+ 1~~) 
(respectively, TO’-+ + ps)) is regular, dominant, integral. Now a classical 
theorem of Harish-Chandra (cf. [S]) asserts that the existence of a nonzero map 
VA+ps -+ V@+JS implies that w’-t(p + ps) = z&(X + ps)* We now formulate 
Proposition 4.2 in terms of u;, w’ and the Bruhat order on W (cf. [4(a)]). A wei!- 
known theorem of Bernstein, Gelfand, and Gel&d ([2(b)]; cf. also [5]) implies 
that wt < w in this case. We then have a reformulation of Proposition 4.2 as: 
PROPOSITION 4.2’. 1% the above situation, the standard map V~W(h~ -+ vWtiLi is 
zero if and only if saw’ < w fey some 01 E S. 
It is in this form that we use the proposition later. 
To conclude, we recall one more related proposition (cf. [7(c), Remark (3) 
following Proposition 3.11): 
PRQPOSITI~N 4.3. Let A, p E P, . If there exists a non,zeYo Q-module map 
$: VM(At + VM(u), then there exists a lzonzmo Q-mo&le map f: Vn+ps -+ GrfxL~.~. 
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Remark. It is possible that the standard map f in this case is zero even 
though g is not. In fact, we exploit this very situation to prove our main 
Theorem 2.1 (cf. [7(c), Remark (2) following Proposition 3.11). 
5. A CRITERION FOR MULTIPLICITY 32 
In this section, we relate the information contained in the previous two 
sections. 
Let Q be a complex semisimple Lie algebra and let 8, be a real form. Let 
8,, = 52, @ 2&, @ !I’& be an Iwasawa decomposition of Go . We now use the 
notation of Section 3 without further mention. Let $3 be the Cartan subalgebra of 
6 obtained by complexification of fi,, . We use the notation of Section 2 freely. 
We choose compatible orderings on A, and A. Let ,Z (respectively, 2s) denote the 
simple root system in A (respectively, A,). Now the sets A, A, , 2, &, are related 
in the following way: 
Also, 
LetS=(olEZIa!Jao =O}.Itc an be seen that S is the simple root system for 
(%,!Z)>, where ‘9X (respectively, 2) is the complextication of 9X0 (respectively, S,). 
We also remark that it is possible that there exist a! # a’ E Z such that 01 18, = 
01’ [ a0 (both not being identically zero). 
Let u be the involution on A induced from the conjugation in 6 with respect 
to 8,, . We then have the following information (for details, see [l]): For ,0 E A+ , 
p” = -p if and only if /I E Span S. For /3 E Z -- S, p” E A, again. In fact, 
there exists a unique /I[*] E 2 - S such that p” - PC01 is a combination of 
(orIol~S}.Further,for~#y~~-S,~/~~=y/~~ifandonlyif~=y[~~. 
Now, for /3 E A+ , /I $ Span S, denote y = p [ s0. Then we have the following 
possibilities: 
(i) /3 = p”, in which case H, = H,; 
(ii) /3 # p” and p(Hou) = 0, in which case H, = H, + Hp; 
(iii) p # p and ,B(Hp) = -1, in which case El, = 2(H, + H,a). 
Since we know that fiO = !& @ 911, and $5 = $a @ i&,, we can (and do) 
identify %,,* as a subset of &* by letting v E 210* act trivially on 9,. We use this 
identification from now on. We observe that p = ps + ~a,. 
Let v E &* be an arbitrary element. Since H, E !G for all 01 E S, it follows that 
v G P, . Thus we can speak of the Q-module VMcy) (Section 4) as well as the 
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@+-module Xv (Section 3). It is now easy to check that the complexification of x”, 
considered as a Q-module, is isomorphic to V M(v). (Observe that the g-weight of 
the generating highest weight vector in both V-w(v) and A? & 
Let IV,,, denote the restricted Weyl group, i.e., the Weyl 
( a). Let v E ‘$I,* be such that v(H,) is a nonnegative even integer for all 
v E &, . We then can apply Theorem 3.1 to this situation to get that for every 
W-es E Wres , there exists an injection 
To see this, write cures as a reduced product of simple reflections, and the 
condition in Theorem 3.1 easily is checked to be satisfied. 
Now using the isomorphism 22 @ C N V”(v)? we have proved: 
PROPOSITION: 5.1. Let v E So* be such that v(hp,) is a nonnegative men integer 
for all 9 E I$. Then for every zureS E Wres , there exists a nonzero map 
pmPe&)~ + pf(v) 
We now in addition assume that v + ps E g* is regular dominant, integral. 
Then by Proposition 4.3, there exists an injection VYw=8(y)Lp~ -> F+QS and hence 
a unique w E W such that ZU(V + pS) = wres(v) + pS ~ Assume that there exists 
ol E S such that s, < w. Then combining Propositions 4.2’ (with w’ = 1) and 
5.1, we have the situation that the standard map V”(~*~=(V)) 4 Vm(Lt+ is zero even 
though there does exist a nonzero map between the two. This clearly shows that 
VW~es(u~f~~ Cd 82. Now the Jordan-Holder series of V+os is the union of the 
corresponding series for KY and V’M(V). Also, the irreducible -module 
fi%es(“i-D+Ps occurs in both the series. (To see that it occurs in the series for 
Vrdfv), we use the nonzero map VM(mre~(~‘)) * VMcv).) We have thus proved: 
PRQPoSrTIQN 5.2. Let Y E ?I,,* be such that v(&) is a ~o~?aeg~t~ve even integer 
for all q~ E JYO and that v + ps is regular, dominant, integral. Assume further that 
there exists wres E W,,, such that for the w E Wgiven by W(V + ps) = wres(v) + pS ) 
we have s, < w fog some a E S. Then the ~~~tipli~~ty of lPres(*)-~+~~ in the 
~~Qraan~~old~~ series of Irv+Q, is >2. 
6. CONDITION ("1 
We still work in the general setup of Section 5. Our aim is to find suitable 
conditions under which the assumptions in Proposition 5.2 will hold. We freely 
use the notation fixed in Section 5. 
DEFFTNPTIQN 6.1. We say that the pair (8, EiO) satisfies condition (*) if: 
(a) for a E 22 - S, ps(HJ $ Z a a(Hp) = - 1:) or equivalently, 
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(a’) for a! E JJ - S, cx(H,m) = 0 * ps(HJ ~2 (here, Z denotes the set of 
integers); 
(b) it is possible to enumerate 2 - S = (01~ ,..., a,} and find pi ,..., j?, E S, 
all distinct, q < p, such that 
(i) for all 1 < i < q, c+(H,,) = 0 forj > i and tii(U,P> # 0; 
(ii) 
1 wrt?s I. 
if w’ is the subgroup of W generated by sac+1 ,..., sU9, then j w’ j < 
Remark. The equivalence of (a) and (a’) can be seen by observing the fact 
that 01 = 01~ for ol E E - S implies ps(Ha) ~2. 
We now prove: 
PROPOSITION 6.2. If the pair (6, 6,) satisfies condition (*), then there exist 
VE2&* and wreS E WreS such that the assumptions in Proposition 5.2 fobr the pair 
( v, wres) are satisfied. 
Proof. We construct v E a,,* as follows. For 9 E Z0 , choose 01 E z - S such 
that a! Ia0 = y. Define 
v(H,) E 4N if ps(HJ ~2 (N = {l, 2,...}) 
and 
v(H,) E 2N - 4N if fs(Ho,) $2. 
First of all, observe that pJH,) - ps(B&) ~2 (indeed, pstl,(H,) = pz,(H,roJ), 
and hence the above definitions are unambiguous. Also, choose v to be sufficiently 
regular, satisfying: 
v(H,) = 4r with T > N or v(H,) = 2(2r + 1) with r > N as 
the case may be, where N is ) ps(HJj. 
We claim that the condition (*) (a) will allow us to prove that v f ps is regular, 
dominant integral. So let 01 E S. Then (v + p&E&) = 1 since v(H,) = 0. 
Let 01 E JY - S. If ps(HJ is an integer, then v(H,) (y = 01 jw&, is 4r. However,’ 
.i& = c(H, + E&G) with c = +, 1, or 2. Also, v(H,) = v(H,e), so that v(H,) = 
2cv(N,) with 2c = 1, 2 or 4. Now, v(H,) = v(H,)/2c = (4rj2c) EN again. Thus 
(v + PSMJ E N. 
Now if ol E ,E - S and ps(H,) is not an integer, then by (*) (a), o~(H,~) = -1 
and v(H,) = 2(2r + 1) by choice. H, = 2(H, + Ham) in this case. Thus, 
VW,) = 264W + v(Q)) = 4v(H,), and so Y(H~) = v(HJ4 = (2~ + 1)/2. 
Also, p&Y,) $Z and hence is of the form ((2~’ + 1)/2) (Y’ EZ). Thus 
(v + pS)(HJ = (27 + 1 + 2~’ + I)/2 = Y + Y’ + 1 EN. 
Thus w-e have proved that v + ps is regular, dominant, integral 
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Fix now WleS E IV,,, . Let w E W be such that 
w(v + ps) = wresi4 f Ps ~ 
Assume that s, $ w for all d E S, i.e., if we write w = se1 1.1 &, , a reduced 
expression with CL~ E 2, then no a:i E S. It now follows that 
%,,(“) + Ps = lJ f ps - api , P) 
1 1) 
with the q integers 20. (Recall that Z - S = (c.x~ ,...) a,j.) 
We now use condition (*> (b). Recall that by (*) (b)(i), there exist J$ , . . . . p, E S; 
all distinct, g < p, such that q(Hs,) = 0 for all i < j and ai(Hoi) # 0. By (I), we 
have 
Le., 1 = I - &iG1, api(Ha,). (This is so since v(H/) = 0 = ~~~~~(~)(~~~).) 
owever, OL~(H,~) = 0 for all i > 2, leaving arc~.,(E&~) = 0. Since a,(Hs,) # 0: 
= 0. We now apply (I) on E&, to get a, = 0, and so on. Thus ai = 0 for all 
1 =,i<q. Hence (I) reduces to 
%,,(4 L Ps = v + Ps - apj 1 w 
s+1<i<n 
We now state a general lemma, whose proof we give later. 
Lmma 6.3. Let p E Sj* be regular, dominant, integral and let 19 E W be any 
elemeraf. Let 
.Z8 = (a E 2Y 1 s, occws in a Te&ced eq%ession for 8). 
Then p --- O(p) = zaEZg ap with all acr > 0. 
Using this lemma,it follows from (II) that, C,, C {cQ+~ ,..., a,>. In other words, 
using the notation of (*) (b)(ii), w E IV’. 
We have thus proved so far that given wreS E icl/,,, , the corresponding u: either 
“involves” some S,(OI E S), or else w E IV. Moreover, the correspondence 
qes s-F G is certainly one-one. (Note that YE?&* was “regular” in 5&*.) By 
(“) (b)(ii), j W’ / < 1 w,,, j. It is now clear that there exists wpe8 E WTes such 
that the corresponding w E W involves some s, (a E S). We have thus proved the 
proposition. 
Pmof of Lemma 6.3. Let 0 = s, ... s, be a reduced expression If possible, 
let p - B(p) = Caezs up with a, ~Oforfsomeol,EZ8.Let1 <y<tbesuch 
that E? = ai0 and a< # ~1~ for all i”< Y. consider 
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It is now clear that CL - seT *.. s&) = COIEzO a,‘a with a& = 0. Thus we may 
assume Y = 1. We now have 
Hence 
= sq .-* s&4 - ma0 with m 2 0. 
This gives a contradiction since s % ... s, .t 
< s, 1 ..* sat and hence s % ... s&-4 - 
S “1 ... s,&) IS a positive linear combinatron of (a E Z>. This proves our lemma. 
7. PROOF OF CONDITION (*) FOR CERTAIN LIE ALGEBRAS 
Here we prove: 
PROPOSITION 7.1. If 6 is simple of type A, (n > 3), C, (n 3 3), Dn (n >, 4), 
En (n = 6, 7, S), or F4 , then 8 has a real form Q, such that the pai? (8, 8,) 
satis-es condition (*). 
Proof. This proposition will be proved case by case by explicitly exhibiting 
the real form 6, in question. For this, we refer to the classification of real simple 
Lie algebras given by Araki [l, p. 321. Before we proceed, we explain a little about 
the diagrams below. The black dots denote the simple roots in S and the white 
dots denote the simple roots in 2 - S. The involution [u] is shown by arrows. 
(9 Type A, (n b 4). 
1 PI t% 1 
o- .p,-------.-.-o 
011 % 
Here, Z - S = (01~ , aa). Choose {PI , &) as shown. It is easy to see here that 
c+(H,p) = - 1 = z2(HW!,0). Hence (*) (a’) is vacuously satisfied. Also, (*) (b)(i) is 
satisfied and w’ = (e}, so that (*) (b)(ii) is also satisfied. 
(ii) Type A, . 
Bl 
.-O-. 
% 
2 - S = (011). Choose & as shown. Since ps(HaI) = 1 ~2, (*) (a) is vacuously 
true. (*) (b)(i) and (*) (b)(ii) clearly are satisfied. 
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Remark 1. For A, (YZ 3 3, n odd), it is possible to choose 
PI Pz P, 
*- 0--------.--------0- . . . -0-----~-0-* 
al % 
Just as in the case of A, , (*) can be checked to be satisfied. 
Remark 2. For A,, the real form +--g-----0 does not satisfy the condition 
(*). Thus the original Bernstein-Gelfand-Gelfand example [2(a)] does not 
fit into this pattern. Our example for A, is thus essentially ditierent from the 
original one (but cf. the Remark at the end of Section 7). 
(iii) Type G, (73 3 4). 
-.-- ~-y-....l (t > 2) Ya .- . . . -e~~=ji 
2 - S = (~r]* Choose /3r as shown. Also name the remaining simple roots as 
shown. In this case, 01~” can be computed easily to be j3, + CX~ + 27, + 1.1 + 
2yt--P + yt . Wence tir(H,,) = arc(H,J = - 1 + 2 - 2 = -1. Thus (*) (a’) is 
satisfied vacuously. It is clear that (*) (b) is satisfied too. 
(iv) Type ea. 
.Z - S = {LX~>. Choose /3r as shown. Name the remaining root y1 . Here a10 = 
pi + % + yi and olrU(H,J = -1 + 2 - 2 = -1. Thus (*) (a’) is satisfied 
vacuously, and (*) (b) holds. 
(v) Type Lb, (72 >, 4). 
o- 
1’ .-.- . . a -0, 
% PI 1. 
.Z - S = (01~). Choose /I1 as shown. In this case, ps(Hal) is integral, so that 
(*) (a) is satisfied vacuously. (*) (b) clearly is seen to be true. 
(vi) Type E6 . 
o-a-. 
% p1 i-y-x2 
lz-S={ta: r, aa). Choose /3r, ,l3a s shown. In this case, ps is integral on 
HE, ) and so (*) (a) is satisfied vacuously. (*) (b) is also seen to be satisfied. 
(vii) Type E, . 
PI P‘z o-e-. 
I 
----a-o-----S 
% i a? % 
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2 - s = (a1 ) Lx2 , 013). Choose & , ,&, as shown. Since ps is integral on H, , H, , 
HE, , (*) (a) is satisfied vacuously. Here, q = 2 < 3 = p. W’ = subgroub of i% 
generated by su3 . Hence / E” 1 = 2. Also, j W,,, 1 > 2, and so (*) (b) is satisfied. 
(viii) Type Es . 
o-.-.-. 
% j3, ! p2 cI;Y--iT* 
#?z - s = (a1 ) CL2 , a3 , CQ}. Choose & , /3a as shown. Since ps is integral on H,, , 
i = 1, 2, 3, 4, (“) ( a is satisfied vacuously. Here q = 2, p = 4, and W’ = sui- ) 
group generated by (s a3, sIy,}. Thus / W’ j = 6. However, j W,,, 1 > 6, since 
the root system d, is of type F4 . Hence (*) (b) is satisfied. 
(ix) Type F4. 
.-.3=.-------o 
Yz 71 81 a"] 
Z - S = (011). Choose /3, as shown. Name the remaining roots yr , ys (as shown). 
Here o”r” = a!r + 3/& + 27, + ys . Hence OC,~(H,J = 2 - 3 = -1. Thus (*) (a’) 
is vacuously satisfied, and (*) (b) clearly is seen to be true. 
We have thus proved Proposition 7.1. 
Remark. The aim of Propositions 6.2 and 7.1 was to find suitable conditions 
under which the assumptions in Proposition 5.2 hold. However, for the real- 
rank 1 cases, W,,, has only one nontrivial element, which can be written down 
explicitly. For the real-rank 1 cases considered above, plus the real-rank 1 case 
O-a-----o, direct observation shows that the assumptions inProposition 5.2 are 
satisfied for a suitable v E %,,*. It is in this sense that we can include the original 
Bernstein-Gelfand-Gelfand example (cf. Remark 2 above and [7(a), 
pp. 225-2261). 
8. COMPLETION OF THE PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1 
In this section we collect together various results obtained so far, and using 
certain reductions, prove Theorem 2.1. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. First observe that it suffices to prove the theorem for 
a suitable Bore1 subalgebra B and Cartan subalgebra $s C )23, since all Bore1 
subalgebras are conjugate to each other by an automorphism of 8. Also, we may 
assume that 8 is simple of type A, (n 3 3), C, (n > 3), D, (n > 41, E, 
(n = 6, 7, S), or F4. Indeed, we have the following general fact about direct 
products of semisimple Lie algebras and the multiplicities in the Jordan-Holder 
series: 
Let Q = 8, X *.. x 8, be a direct product. Choose !&C Bi a Cartan 
subalgebra and let di be the corresponding root system. Then 9~ = 9~~ x ... x &. 
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is a Cartan subalgebra of Q and the root system a OS is the direct sum of 
d r ),..) ,$. . For v E &*, let vi denote the corresponding element of 
be the Verma module for Qi and vi . Then one can regard Q as 
by letting the other Qj’s (j # i) act trivially. It can now be see 
VII @ .*. @ 17,;~ Let p E $* and let III* occur with rnu~t~p~ic~ty k in the Jordan- 
Holder series of V. Let i%Z~~ occur with multiplicity kz in the Jorda 
series of VI< (pi obtained in the same way from ,u as vi from v). Then k 
We are thus left with a simple Lie algebra 8 of the mentioned in the 
theorem and we need to prove the theorem for a s 
Now we use Proposition 7.1 to get a real form 
satisfies condition (*). Then we use Proposition 4.2 to con 
zureS E lVres satisfying the assumptions of Proposition 5.2, which finally gives the 
theorem for this specially constructed v. 
To pass from this special v to an arbitrary regular, dominant, integral element, 
we use the following result of Jantzen: 
DEFINITION. Eet v,v’E!~~*, v, v’ integral. We say that the 
condition (J) if for 01 E d, , 
v(N,) > 0 * Y’(HJ > 0, 
Y(H,) = 0 =s v’(HJ = 0, 
Y(H,) < 0 t.3 v’(H,) < 0. 
For an Sj-semisimple module N, we define ch N = CLLEB” (dim NW) epL, where 
iv, is the $-weight space, dim N, < CO for all pLt and ep is a formal exponential. 
It is known that 
ch M+-II = c a(w, v) ch P(Y)) 
ILGW 
where the a(w, v) are certain constants. 
Jantzen’s theorem 116, Theorem f] says, in a special case, that if (y, v’) satisfies 
condition (J), then 
CR My’-p = c a(w, Y) &h VW@‘) 
tOEW 
(note the same a(w, v)). 
When V, v’ are both regular, dominant, integral, clear1 Y’) satisfies condition 
(J). Also, it can be seen that the multiplicities in the an-Holder series are 
related to these coefficients in a definite way. (If one were to consider rn~lt~p~~- 
cities far all chambers, one would get a matrix with nonzero entries coming from 
w, w’ such that w < w’ in the Bruhat order. The matrix a&, w’) obtained fram 
the above coefficients is exactly the inverse matrix.) This shows that the mulai- 
plicities for the Jordan-Holder series of Vy are the same as those for F’- This 
allows us to pass from a special v to a general V. 
This proves our Theorem 2.1 completely. 
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